
Chillicothe Jaycee Golf Course Description - Sectional Golf Tournament/Girls D2 District 

 

Fence around driving range - if against fence, relief only stance and swing.  All fences OB- 

stroke/distance.  White Line supersedes stakes for Out of Bounds.   Near grass look if 

marked with Red Line or Red Stakes for hazard.  ALL high grass play as lateral. All of 

Driving Range is OB (#1,#6.#7) 

 

#1-  OB to the right.  (Driving range is OB white stakes and fence). Do not hit range balls 

with club. 

 

#2 – lateral hazard on right marked red.  OB behind tee box. High grass on right - Lateral 

 

#3-  OB to the left over driveway and behind the hole. White on trees OB.  

 

#4-  OB to the left, lateral hazard front of the tee, lateral hazard (pond) right of #4 green. 

 

#5-  OB left of #5 fairway.  OB left, behind, and right of #5 green.  High grass on right-

Lateral 

 

#6, #7, and, #8-  OB runs the length of these holes.  #6 OB behind green.  #7 OB 

right(driving range).   

 If against fence(driving range), relief only stance and swing. High grass on right - Lateral 

 

#8- Hazard - yellow (pond and creek entering and exiting). OB left and behind white-stakes 

Drop area or re-tee. OB on left length of hole.  High Grass on right -Lateral. 

 

#9-  OB , right of  the green, and adjacent to parking lot. High grass on right/left -Lateral 

 

#10-  Water hazard (yellow).  The drop area will be right of pond. Fence on right OB.  

 

#11-  OB (all fences) runs the length of the hole to the right and behind the green.  The 

creek across the fairway is lateral (red) along both ponds on the left.  High grass is in play 

to the left short of the first pond and along side the fairway to the left past the creek.  The 

second pond is marked lateral (red) by the pond only. 

 

#12-  OB runs the length of the hole on the right. Pond to the left is marked lateral (red) by 

the pond only.  High grass on left- Lateral 

 

#13-  The creek and pond are both marked lateral (red). High grass on right is Lateral. 

 

#14-   High grass to the right is Lateral. 

 

#15-  The pond to the right is marked lateral (red).  High grass to the right - Lateral. 

 

#16-  The pond to the left is lateral (red).  The creek crossing the fairway is also lateral 

(red). High grass along the mound to the right and pond is marked lateral (red). 

 

#17-  OB runs the length of the hole to the right.  The creek is marked lateral (red).  High 

grass to the left is Lateral. 

 

#18-  The pond is marked water hazard (yellow).  The drop area is right of the pond near on 

right of cart path.   OB is by the maintenance barn and pad.   


